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mat^niagc bored me. Now I m Utile tack;«s d«e." type audiences In ntghtdnbs.
not so sure. Unlike Steve, with whom magic He also does illusions «h».

Steve is a showman. Like a kid is a twenty-four hour obsession, larger stage-tricks are’ called
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Steve Schwartz and Guy Zarafa — no strings attached
a girl

as a and 16 respectively), it is not sur
prising to find that both of them 
have been in the business for 

are 19 long time already.

As for the levitation act — how 
do they do it? Steve isn’t telling, 
and neither is Guy. But seeing, as 
they say, is believing. I’m waiting.
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'Formal gentleness' from BurmaA* the campus turns
M“eRS',G<SSS3I“er. m ™d gleaming,,, the,

sion, the dance of Burma invites tw, h f *’ d shouIders- would have been before the royal 
interest curiosity and warmth VOnît danc?fI!s are Preclse> con" courts of latter-day Burma. Masks
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presentation in this year’s Per- -, , „ We can only be outsiders I for
forming Arts Series. •? °î *“ °»e, was left feeling sfrangek

The Theatre features the unique M , to ™irihffn ** 3 ntual ^ dissatisfied, but nevertheless ei£ 
instruments of Burma combined 3 successM chanted with this centuries-Sd
with highly stylized, marionette- „ , ~V , theatre. We are not used to this
like body movements which take Much of our fascination focuses kind of formal gentleness rattling
years to master. on the beautiful props. Costumes with genius and beauty.

With seven dancers and 
musicians performing before the 
eyes of another culture, the 
Theatre showed a slim portion of 
the main body of its art.

The show opened with a semi
circle of dancers squatting on the 
floor, each dancer taking a turn to
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Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one 
of the most exciting roles in business management, 

tackling complex and fascinating problems.
For the professionally-trained, 

the scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon 
representatives, on campus
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ti Clarkson, Gordon & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

St. John's • Halifax • Saint John • Quebec 
Montreal . Ottawa • Toronto • Hamilton • Kitchener 

London • Windsor • Thunder Bay • Winnipeg 
Regina • Calgary • Edmonton • Vancouver • Victoria
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Representative

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
to be on campus

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21

Greduate study information - all fields of 
Letters, Arts 6 Sciences

Contact Career Center

Ross Building, North 105
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YUGA/GAY tries to offer something different from the downtown 
scene. If you're Into the here end baths, you may find us duller than 
hell. No wild orgies, no pairing up for the night — just a group of very 
ordinary people discussing how best to achieve successful lives, ac
cepting the fact that we happen to be homosexual.

It's a new positive alternative for gay men and women, and H you're 
interested In being part of It and help provide an Input, we can grow to 
be whatever you need. Get to know us — no gay men or woman at 
York need ever feel alone — you're surrounded by friends. Contact us 
through Harbinger 687-3609/3632.
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Meets TUESDAYS 6 pxn. 216 Beltane.
Oct. 21: HOW LEGAL IS HOMOSEXUALITY? 

GROSS INDECENCY AND THE CRIMINAL CODE.BETH BAR SHALOM B.O. BOX 3004 
WILLOWDALE TEL: 636-8837 GAY ALLIANCE AT YORK (G A Y.)
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